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INTRODUCTION

Law is the social, economic, political and personal struggle that determines who counts as a member of the community. This struggle also determines how we should take account of the diverse interests of members of the community. Which entities, individuals or collectives do we consider members of the legal community? Of those entities, individuals and collectives, which rights, duties, privileges and protections should they enjoy? Legal rules create the contours of recognition for various entities, individuals and collectives. They define who counts and how we take account of them.

Legal disputes in a variety of areas can be understood as determinations about who counts and how we should take account of them. In family law, for example, custody disputes often concern determinations about which individuals are entitled to visitation or custody and which individuals are under an obligation to provide financial support. Legal rules, like the best interests of the child standard, guide these determinations and shape adjudication.
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1. The “best interests of the child” standard guides determinations by courts as to whom custody and visitation should be awarded and what type of custody or visitation should be awarded. Lynne Marie Kohm, Tracing the Foundations of the Best Interests of the Child Standard in American Jurisprudence, 10 J.L. & FAM. STUD. 337, 338, 357–60 (2008) (noting that an 1815 Pennsylvania case appeared to be “the first use of the best interests of the child as a legal standard”). Although the standard varies by state, it involves an assessment of factors such as the emotional ties to the parent, ties to the community, capacity of the parent to provide for the child’s physical and emotional needs, and the mental and physical health and fitness of the parent. See generally Determining the Best Interests of the Child: Summary of State Laws, CHILD WELFARE INFORMATION GATEWAY, http://www.childwelfare.gov/systemwide/laws_policies/statutes/best_interest.cfm (last visited Oct. 30, 2012); UNHCR GUIDELINES TO DETERMINING THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILD (2008), available at http://www.unhcr.org/4566b16b2.pdf. While the best interests of the child standard may take account of third party interests in some circumstances, there is a “presumption that parental decisions generally serve the best interests of their children… and clearly in the normal case the parent’s interest is paramount.” Troxel v. Granville, 530 U.S. 57, 86 (2000) (finding the right of the
Immigration law bases the right to remain within a specific geographic nation state on who counts – i.e. which individuals are citizens\(^2\) and permanent residents,\(^3\) and which undocumented individuals may be deported.\(^4\) The law also determines how we regard various diverse classes of foreign nationals to make determinations about which rights and considerations these individuals should enjoy. For example, certain immigrants may be granted a permanent visa while others are not.\(^5\) In terms of federal tax law, the regulations governing joint or individual filing statuses determine which collective groups are recognized as a unit for the purpose of filing a federal tax return.\(^6\) One man and one woman joined in a state sanctioned marriage can file jointly under federal law, accessing particular tax incentives, while two men, two women or one man, and four women may not.\(^7\) Similarly, even though some families of two or more persons are prohibited from filing their taxes together, for the purposes of business ventures, groups of individual human beings shielded by the corporate form may file taxes together as a single unit.\(^8\) There are numerous ways to name the process of determining who counts

---

2. U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1; 8 U.S.C. § 1401 (2006). See generally Citizenship, U.S. CITIZENSHIP & IMMIGRATION SERVS., http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis/menuitem.eb1d4c2a3e5b9ac89243c6a7543b6d1a/?vgnextoid=a2ec6811264a3210VgnVCM100000b92ca60aRCRD&vgnextchannel=a2ec6811264a3210VgnVCM100000b92ca60aRCRD (last visited Oct. 30, 2012); BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY 278 (9th ed. 2009) (defining a citizen as “[a] person who, by either birth or naturalization, is a member of a political community, owing allegiance to the community and being entitled to enjoy all its civil rights and protections; a member of the civil state, entitled to all its privileges”).

3. In the United States, an “alien” has been defined as “any person not a citizen or national of the United States.” 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(3) (2006).


5. Under 8 U.S.C. § 1153 (2006), visas are allocated by order of preference, including: specific members of citizens’ families, § 1153(a), employment-based visas, particularly for aliens with “extraordinary ability,” § 1153(b)(1)(A)), and limitations according to geographical regions, § 1153(c), among others. Implicit in § 1153 is that immigrants that would otherwise qualify for visas but who do not fall into the preferred categories may not be issued a visa. For example § 1153(b)(3)(B) states the following ‘limitation on workers’: “Not more than 10,000 of the visas made available under this paragraph in any fiscal year may be available for [unskilled workers].”


7. I.R.C. § 7703 (2006) (explaining that in order to qualify for the joint filing status, an individual must be determined as married for the sake of the statute). But see Tax Information for Same-Sex Married Couples, STATE OF CAL. FRANCHISE TAX BD., FTB PUB. 776, TAX INFORMATION FOR SAME-SEX MARRIED COUPLES (2011), available at https://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/2011/11_776.pdf (“For California tax purposes, the same long-standing rules applicable to opposite-sex married individuals (relating to filing status, community property income, etc.) now apply to SSMCs [same-sex married couples]. However, because the federal government does not recognize SSMCs as married individuals for federal tax purposes, [same-sex married couples] will continue to file as unmarried individuals on their federal tax returns.”).
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and how we take account of them in law. Citizenship, legal rights and legal subjectivity are various ways to speak about who counts in law and how we take account of them. Another way in which legal scholars talk about the issue of recognition for the purposes of structuring the legal community is accomplished through the concept of legal personhood. At the dawn of the twenty-first century, legal personhood has become a political battleground for activists and legislators. While some work to expand the community of legal persons to include unborn human beings like fetuses and zygotes, others focus their efforts on pushing the boundaries of legal personhood beyond human beings to include great apes or whales and orcas. And finally, some activists are concerned with limiting the community of legal persons to exclude collective legal entities like corporations, limited liability companies and unions.

Recent activism concerning the status of persons and non-persons reveals how the legal boundaries of personhood have served as the background for

9. For example, women’s rights advocates use the frame of citizenship only insofar as the idea relates to equality (i.e. second-class citizenship). See Joanna L. Grossman, Pregnancy, Work, and the Promise of Equal Citizenship, 98 GEO. L.J. 567, 587 (2010) (stating that women’s rights advocates have “long pitched their arguments in citizenship terms,” including the fight for women’s suffrage). Since the Naturalization Act of 1790, U.S. immigration law has also enacted various reforms in order to designate citizenship status in terms of gender, race or ethnic identity, often depending on the particular political climate. See The Naturalization Act of 1790, 1 Stat. 103 (1790) (initially limiting citizenship to white men and operating to exclude racial minorities and women); see also The Act of July 14, 1870, 16 Stat. 254 (1870) (amending the Naturalization Act to include African Americans but to exclude non-white immigrants after the Civil War through the Act of July 14, 1870); Gabriel J. Chin, Segregation’s Last Stronghold: Race Discrimination and the Constitutional Law of Immigration, 46 UCLA L. REV. 1, 13 (1998) (stating that the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 was “the first express racial restriction”).


11. Legal subjectivity is often used in scholarship in diverse and ambiguous ways. E.g., Jeanne L. Schroeder, Unnatural Rights: Hegel and Intellectual Property, 60 U. MIAMI L. REV. 453 (2006) (defining legal subjectivity as the capacity to respect the rule of law); but see Jeanne Lorraine Schroeder, Juno Moneto: On the Erotics of the Marketplace, 54 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 995 (1997) (defining legal subjectivity in relation to personhood and as legal rights and privileges). In some circumstances, legal subjectivity is used in conjunction with the concept of legal personhood. See, e.g., Teemu Ruskola, Rapeing like a State, 57 UCLA L. REV. 1477, 1489 (2010) (“[T]he individual person has become the privileged paradigm of political and legal subjectivity: All rights and duties must be held by a ‘person.’ It is this juridico-political axiom that generates law’s fictional persons today.”); Sueann Caulfield, The Right to a Father’s Name: A Historical Perspective on State Efforts to Combat the Stigma of Illegitimate Birth in Brazil, 30 L. & Hist. REV. 1 (2012) (discussing legitimacy as a foundation for legal subjectivity). Other scholars have connected legal subjectivity to citizenship. See, e.g., Ratna Kapur, The Citizen and the Migrant: Postcolonial Anxieties, Law, and the Politics of Exclusion/Inclusion, 8 THEORETICAL INQUIRIES L. 527 (2007) (connecting citizenship to legal subjectivity).


debates in law and politics. In light of the recent legal and political activity concerning the boundaries of personhood, this article argues that feminist legal theory should engage with the question of legal personhood. To this end, it articulates one possible framework for a feminist legal theory of the person. Drawing on the work of scholars in vulnerability studies and embodiment theory, this article imagines and proposes an analytic framework to aid those who make and interpret the law when faced with the twenty-first century challenges of legal personhood.

Part I of this article examines the political battles around legal personhood in historical and contemporary contexts. It focuses on the diverse controversies concerning legal personhood for corporations and other associations, fetuses and embryos and non-human animals. In Part II, it examines the concept of legal personhood from a theoretical perspective. It simultaneously highlights the indeterminacy of legal personhood as a definitive concept and the normative force entailed by legal personhood in clarifying the distribution of rights, privileges and entitlements. Part III begins to sketch one possible articulation of a feminist legal theory of the person from a perspective grounded in vulnerability studies and embodiment theory. It provides one possible framework for addressing the twenty-first century challenges of legal personhood from a feminist perspective, arguing for an analytic framework that takes the body and embodied vulnerability as central and essential aspects of legal personhood.

I. THE CHALLENGE OF LEGAL PERSONHOOD: HISTORICAL CONTEXT AND CONTEMPORARY CONTROVERSIES

In both historical and contemporary contexts, battles concerning legal personhood structure the legal, social and political realities of the United States. Historically, debates about legal personhood have had high stakes, concealing political contests regarding the distribution of legal privileges, political rights and social entitlements to groups and individuals. Legal personhood animated many political challenges in the United States from its founding forward. In the twenty-first century, legal personhood continues to create challenges to jurisprudence in the United States. Particularly in terms of battles concerning corporations, fetuses and embryos and non-human animals, controversies concerning legal personhood shaped political, social and legal activism. And today, the battles concerning legal personhood mark the boundary lines of the legal community and highlight places of complexity and contradiction in the status quo.

From the founding of the United States to the so-called “First Wave” suffragette struggles of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, controversies concerning legal personhood shaped political, social and legal activism.15 Historically, in the United States, the rights of personhood were
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granted to white male property owning citizens.\textsuperscript{16} During the nineteenth century, suffragettes demanded an expansion of personhood to include married and unmarried women living in the shadow of coverture. Coverture, according to feminist thinkers like Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Lucretia Mott, made women less than full persons under law, rendering them, “in the eye of the law, civilly dead.”\textsuperscript{17} In the United States, for example, while women were considered legal persons,\textsuperscript{18} they were accorded neither the rights and privileges nor the duties and obligations of full legal personhood.\textsuperscript{19} Women, like African Americans and others, were excluded from the full privileges and benefits of legal personhood.\textsuperscript{20} While women were considered citizens of the United States, they were often excluded from the statutory interpretation of persons eligible for certain rights and privileges under law.\textsuperscript{21} And once married, women were limited in their ability to exercise many basic capacities and rights of legal personhood at common law, such as making contracts and owning property.\textsuperscript{22} Women could lose their nationality as American citizens and the rights of American citizenship by marrying a foreigner.\textsuperscript{23} They could be explicitly excluded from juries by state

\textsuperscript{16} See generally Anna Grear, Challenging Corporate ‘Humanity’: Legal Disembodiment, Embodiment and Human Rights, 7 Hum. RTS. L. Rev. 511, 528 (2007) (noting that natural rights were granted to the quasi-disembodied male citizen).

\textsuperscript{17} Seneca Falls Declaration of Sentiments and Resolutions (1848) in Feminism: The Essential Historical Writings, 76, 79 (Miriam Schneir ed., 1972).

\textsuperscript{18} See Minor v. Happersett, 88 U.S. 162, 165–66 (1874) (“There is no doubt that women may be citizens. They are persons, and by the fourteenth amendment ‘all persons born or naturalized in the United States and subject to the jurisdiction thereof’ are expressly declared to be ‘citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside.’”); cf. Edwards v. Att’y Gen. of Canada [1930] A.C. 124 (The Persons Case) (declaring women persons under the law of Canada despite arguments that they were not persons based on the fact that they were not able to exercise rights administered to the state).

\textsuperscript{19} See In re Lockwood, 154 U.S. 116, 117–18 (1894) (holding that the Virginia Supreme Court’s interpretation of the word “persons” as not including women was valid in the statute regarding admittance to the state bar); see also 1 William Blackstone, Commentaries *433, *442 (noting that a woman’s legal existence was “suspended” during marriage and incorporated into her husband’s); cf. Muller v. Oregon, 208 U.S. 412, 418 (1908) (“It is the law of Oregon that women, whether married or single, have, equal contractual and personal rights with men.”); Bradwell v. Illinois, 83 U.S. 130, 139 (1872) (upholding rule prohibiting women from being admitted to the bar); see also id. at 141 (Bradley, J., concurring) (“It certainly cannot be affirmed, as an historical fact, that [the opportunity to engage in any and every profession, occupation, or employment in civil life] has ever been established as one of the fundamental privileges and immunities of the sex.”).

\textsuperscript{20} See Ellis, supra note 15, at 724–36; see generally Jill Elaine Hasday, Protecting Them from Themselves: The Persistence of Mutual Benefits Arguments for Race and Sex Equality, 84 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1464 (2009) (explaining that white male decision-makers validated the limitation of rights and legal privileges to women and blacks on the basis of mutual benefits – that women and blacks were incapable, and thus better off, under the oversight and protection of others making decisions and exercising rights on their behalf).

\textsuperscript{21} See supra note 20.

\textsuperscript{22} Blackstone, supra note 19, at *442–45; Marylynn Salmon, Women and the Law of Property in Early America 14–57 (G. Edward White ed., 1986); but see Karen Pearlston, Married Women Bankrupts in the Age of Coverture, 34 Law & Soc. Inquiry 265, 266 (2009) (arguing that coverture was maintained and enabled by a system of exemptions and rationalizations that allowed women to play some role in economic life).

\textsuperscript{23} See Mackenzie v. Hare, 239 U.S. 299, 307 (1915) (holding that Congress could validly enact a statute under which an American woman loses her citizenship when she marries a foreigner).
law,\textsuperscript{24} and states were under no obligation to make laws that qualified women for jury service.\textsuperscript{25} Even where a state permitted women to be jurors, they were not compelled to serve and could be exempted from mandatory jury service by statute.\textsuperscript{26} While the Nineteenth Amendment\textsuperscript{27} has often been thought of as granting women the right to vote, this amendment’s prohibition against discrimination because of sex was not always adopted in practice. Despite the hard work of suffragists and the hopes that the possibility of the franchise engendered, this amendment was not initially applied in a way that radically altered the position of women in the United States. On the contrary, it was interpreted in a way that did not universally guarantee women the right to vote. Courts instead interpreted this amendment narrowly, claiming that it simply meant that while states could not pass legislation explicitly prohibiting women from voting, they could systematically apply requirements for the franchise that would severely curtail the right to vote for most women.\textsuperscript{28} The accordance of a positive right to vote was left to the states to confer upon women. Thus many women gained the \textit{de jure} right to vote while \textit{de facto} exclusion from the franchise was still permissible.\textsuperscript{29}

Struggles to expand the boundaries of legal personhood have long been part of the feminist legal project, not only in terms of protecting and expanding the legal personhood of women. In the nineteenth century, many feminists in the United States were part of the abolitionist movement which sought to expand the scope of legal personhood to include African Americans as free individuals.\textsuperscript{30} Many feminist abolitionists like Elizabeth Cady Stanton regarded the conditions of marriage and the status of coverture\textsuperscript{31} to be akin to slavery.\textsuperscript{32} In the nineteenth

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{24} State v. Mittel, 113 S.E. 335, 336–38 (S.C. 1922).
\item \textsuperscript{25} See Ballard v. United States, 329 U.S. 187, 191–92 (1946).
\item \textsuperscript{26} See Hoyt v. Taylor, 368 U.S. 57, 58–65 (1961).
\item \textsuperscript{27} U.S. \textsc{Const.} amend. XIX. ("The right of the citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any state on account of sex.").
\item \textsuperscript{28} Mittel, 113 S.E. at 337.
\item \textsuperscript{29} See Minor v. Happersett, 88 U.S. 162, 170 (1874) (noting that the Fourteenth Amendment did not confer the right to vote upon women); see also Lesser v. Garnett, 258 U.S. 130, 137 (1922) (upholding the validity of the Nineteenth Amendment against continuing opposition to expanding the right to vote to women). It was not until 1964 that \textit{Minor} was effectively if “silently” overturned in \textit{Reynolds v. Sims}. 337 U.S. 533, 612–13 (1964) (holding that the Constitution protects the right of all qualified citizens to vote) (Harlan, J., dissenting).
\item \textsuperscript{30} Feminist abolitionists, who had diverse perspectives as to the substance and meaning of emancipation \textit{for} free and enslaved women, were crucial voices in the abolitionist movement. \textsc{Amy Dru Stanley}, \textsc{From Bondage to Contract: Wage Labor, Marriage and the Market in the Age of Slave Emancipation} 29–35 (1998) (outlining divergent perspectives on whether enslaved black women would be freed by the protections of marriage and coverture).
\item \textsuperscript{31} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{32} The loss of “self-ownership,” which included the ability to contract and the right to refuse sexual relations with one’s husband, was regarded as especially pernicious. \textit{Id.} at 176–77. This comparison between slavery and coverture did not only emerge from the feminist movement. The link between slavery and coverture has often been made in a comparative fashion because women and African Americans were both denied full access to legal personhood. \textit{E.g.}, Gentry v. McMinnis, 33 Ky. (3 Dana) 382, 384 (1835) ("Actual slavery is a disability even greater than that of infancy or coverture, and is surely entitled to, at least as much indulgence and protection. A person held and
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century, feminists in the U.S. actively participated in the abolitionist movement, seeking increased recognition of the legal personhood of African Americans and women in terms of political and social equality. From late nineteenth century activists fighting for suffrage and full citizenship rights for all persons, both male and female, to mid-twentieth century legal battles attempting to cast off the disabilities of coverture, women in the United States have fought not only for legal personhood but also for the citizenship rights essential to realize the fullest form of legal personhood possible. In a global context, in spite of efforts in international law to ensure full equality for women, discriminatory laws governed as a slave, is not either physically or intellectually a free agent.

33. Before emancipation, enslaved individuals occupied a liminal legal status where they were simultaneously recognized as persons and property. See, e.g., Sneed v. Ewing and Wife, 28 Ky. 460 (5 J.J. Marsh 1831) (recognizing slaves were persons and had personal attachments but were also property that could be moved and sold at any time); see also Colin Dayan, The Law Is a White Dog: How Legal Rituals Make and Unmake Persons 140 (2011) (arguing law did not erase personhood for slaves but “disfigured” it). Enslaved persons were effectively people without rights who could not contract, access the courts, own property, control the sale of their labor or retain their bodily integrity. See Andrew Fede, People Without Rights: An Interpretation of the Fundamentals of the Law of Slavery in the South 201 (1992). Even black individuals who acted free, seeming to hold title to property and their persons were still considered slaves. See Burke v. Negro Joe, 6 G. & J. 136 (Md. 1834) (finding a deed of manumission could not be presumed unless actions inconsistent with slavery were known to the putative owner even though the enslaved individuals owned property, contracted debts and rented farm within three miles of putative owner’s home). Even in cases where African Americans were not slaves, they were not granted full access to legal personhood. E.g., Bryan v. Walton, 14 Ga. 185, 198 (1853) (“Whereas, we maintain, that the status of the African in Georgia, whether bond or free, is such that he has no civil, social or political rights or capacity, whatever, except such as are bestowed on him by Statute; that he can neither contract, nor be contracted with; that the free negro can act only by and through his guardian; that he is in a state of perpetual pupilage or wardship; and that this condition he can never change by his own volition.”). In fact, many cases made no distinction between free and enslaved black persons. E.g., State v. Baynard, 1 Del. Cas. 662, (Del. 1794) (noting that because of servile status “it would be both illegal and impolitic” to admit the testimony of black persons).

34. E.g., Seneca Falls Declaration of Sentiments and Resolutions, supra note 17. See also Reva Siegel, She the People: The Nineteenth Amendment, Sex Equality, Federalism, and the Family, 115 HARV. L. REV. 947 (2002) (using a synthetic interpretation of the constitution to examine the history of the women’s suffrage movement and to link the Fourteenth Amendment with the Nineteenth Amendment).

35. See Orr v. Orr, 440 U.S. 268, 280–81 (1979) (finding that gender was not an “accurate proxy” for financial need, overturning a statute that required husbands to pay alimony but did not similarly require wives to pay alimony); Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71, 74 (1971) (finding that an arbitrary preference established in favor of males cannot stand in the face of the Fourteenth Amendment’s commitment that no state deny the equal protection of the laws to any person); see also Jill Elaine Hasday, Contest and Consent: A Legal History of Marital Rape, 88 CAL. L. REV. 1373 (2000) (examining the history of contemporary laws providing reduced criminal penalties for rapes committed by husbands against their wives). Women and men are still treated differently under United States law in many circumstances. E.g., Nguyen v. INS, 533 U.S. 53, 62 (2001) (differentiating between women and men who have illegitimate children on foreign soil); see also Michael M. v. Superior Court, 450 U.S. 464, 472–73 (1981) (upholding the constitutionality of a statutory rape statute that distinguished between underage girls and underage boys).

denying women full access to legal personhood continue to impact women’s lives. And while gender is not the only limitation to membership in the legal community of persons, one’s status as a woman or a man has historically shaped the way in which legal persons are recognized and legal personhood is realized.

In the twenty-first century, legal personhood has emerged as a contested issue of which feminist theory should take account. Currently, human beings that have been born are considered persons for the purposes of law, even if they are not treated equally in terms of status. From the halls of the legislature, to

---

37. For example, Afghanistan ratified CEDAW in 2003. See CEDAW, supra note 36. But in 2009, President Hamid Karzai signed a family law that “negates the need for sexual consent between married couples, tacitly approves child marriage and restricts a woman’s right to leave the home.” Jerome Starkey, Afghan Leader Accused of Bid to ‘Legalise Rape’, THE INDEPENDENT, March 31, 2009, available at http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/afghan-Leader-accused-of-bid-to-legalise-rape-1658049.html. Also, while the U.S. is a signatory to CEDAW, it has not ratified it into law. See CEDAW, supra note 36. Current U.S. immigration law still distinguishes citizenship requirements based on gender outside the marriage construct. See 8 U.S.C. § 1422 (2006) (“The right of a person to become a naturalized citizen of the United States shall not be denied or abridged because of race or sex, or because such person is married.”). Yet the Supreme Court of the United States has validated laws that treat U.S. citizen mothers and fathers differently in terms of the requirements that must be met in order to pass on citizenship to a child born outside of marriage. See Nguyen, 533 U.S. at 62.

38. The legal personhood of women and the citizenship rights arising in part from legal personhood has also been influenced by other aspects of identity. Structural impediments arising from discrimination due to undocumented citizenship status, race, sexual orientation, disability and class also play an important role in shaping the contours of legal personhood for individuals on the ground.

39. Not all human beings are equally treated to all of the rights of personhood. Children are persons whose status as a minor insulates them from some liabilities and duties and denies them access to particular rights and privileges. In both historical and contemporary contexts children have been treated as if they were property. See Marvin R. Ventrell, Rights & Duties: An Overview of the Attorney-Child Client Relationship, 26 Loy. U. Chi. L.J. 259, 261 (1995) (noting that before the nineteenth century children were regarded as chattel); Leigh Goodmark, From Property to Personhood: What the Legal System Should do for Children in Family Violence Cases, 102 W. Va. L. Rev. 237, 252 (1999) (arguing custody decisions often reflect interests of parents and treat children like chattel). Undocumented persons, who lack the robust protections of citizenship, have also been excluded from the community of persons in terms of basic legal rights and privileges. See Hiroshi Motomura, The Rights of Others: Legal Claims and Immigration Outside the Law, 59 DUKE L.J. 1723, 1782 (2010) (examining how immigrants “obliquely or indirectly” assert rights under law); Fran Ansley, Constructing Citizenship Without a Licence: The Struggle of Undocumented Immigrants in the USA for Livelihoods and Recognition, 4 STUD. SOC. JUST. 165, 165–66 (2010) (detailing a successful campaign for undocumented immigrants to receive state issued licenses in Tennessee). Additionally, undocumented persons have been excluded for constitutional purposes as well. See generally M. Isabel Medina, Exploring the Use of the Word “Citizen" in Writings on the Fourth Amendment, 83 IND. L.J. 1557 (2008) (examining the use of “citizen” as synonymous with “person” in Fourth Amendment cases); L. Darnell Weeden, Standing and Speaking Constitutional Truth to Local Power Regarding Undocumented Immigrant Residents Dwelling with We the People of the United States, 34 S. ILL. U. L.J. 55 (2009) (arguing that undocumented immigrants are persons for the purposes of the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment).
the chambers of the courtroom, issues concerning the threshold of legal personhood have re-emerged for a diverse array of persons and non-persons. Legal personhood for corporations and other juridical persons, human embryos and fetuses, animals and human/animal hybrids and others has become the subject of controversy, activism and political action. The following sections highlight the problem of personhood by examining law reform efforts from various parties, including local grass roots activists and high-profile national figures. It examines the problem of personhood with a focus on controversies concerning corporations, fetuses and embryos and non-human animals.

A. The Controversy of Corporate Personhood

Corporate personhood has become a controversial proposition in the wake of the Supreme Court’s 2010 decision, \textit{Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission}.\footnote{130 S. Ct. 876, 886 (2010) (holding that “[t]he Government may regulate corporate political speech through disclaimer and disclosure requirements, but it may not suppress that speech altogether”).} This decision expanded political speech rights for corporations, noting that corporations and other associations should not be treated differently under the First Amendment simply because they are not individuals.\footnote{See id. at 898–900.} After all, “[t]he First Amendment protects more than just the individual on a soapbox and the lonely pamphleteer.”\footnote{Id. at 917 (Roberts, J., concurring).} Drawing on these principles, one could surmise that the First Amendment protects the speech of corporations in part because of the individuals collectively associating behind the corporate form.\footnote{Justice Scalia’s spirited concurrence, in particular, highlights the role of individuals in corporations and associations. See id. at 929 (Scalia, J., concurring). According to Justice Scalia, “[t]he [First] Amendment is written in terms of ‘speech,’ not speakers. Its text offers no foothold for excluding any category of speaker, from single individuals to partnerships of individuals, to unincorporated associations of individuals, to incorporated associations of individuals—and the dissent offers no evidence about the original meaning of the text to support any such exclusion.” By highlighting the role of the individual in a collective association, this reading of \textit{Citizens United} reveals a continued deference to a theoretical “take” on these matters that mirrors the nineteenth century “organicist view” of the corporation, regarding corporations as collectives that have life separate from the individuals that form them. Gregory A. Mark, \textit{Comment, The Personification of the Business Corporation in American Law}, 54 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1441, 1469–70 (1987). However, it is important to note that corporations, like other legally recognized collective associations, can be created by single individuals or groups of individuals. Instead of being essentially collective, one commentator even characterized it as “essentially a collection of capital.” Mark M. Hager, \textit{ Bodies Politic: The Progressive History of Organizational “Real Entity” Theory}, 50 U. Pitt L. Rev. 575, 650 (1989).} While some have hailed the decision as a positive expansion of political speech for associations\footnote{See Bradley Smith, \textit{Corporations Are People, Too}, NPR (Sept. 10, 2009), http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=112711410.} and a logical extension of the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence in First Amendment law,\footnote{See Adam Liptak, \textit{A Drop in the Bucket}, Colum. L. Sch. Mag. (Fall 2010), available at http://www.law.columbia.edu/magazine/54665/a-drop-in-the-bucket.} others have argued it is a problematic expansion of political rights for corporations and corporate personhood.\footnote{Activist groups created websites against corporate personhood, arguing for a constitutional amendment repealing corporate personhood. See, e.g., Ralph Nader, \textit{Corporate Personhood Should Be}}
interesting side effects of this debate has been the impact it has had on the popular imagination, as activists and commentators perpetuate the perception that corporate personhood provides a foundation for ensuring legal recognition and special constitutional protections for corporate collective entities. 47

Although *Citizens United* was not explicitly decided in reference to corporate personhood, some activists 48 claim that the root of the problem with the decision lies with the underlying conceptual assumption that “corporations are persons.” 49 Even though the *Citizens United* decision concerned free speech, it has made corporate personhood controversial in the United States. 50 Activists have tried to engage the popular political imagination with the problem of corporate personhood. 51 While some have been absurdist 52 and some have been

---


48. Outrage over corporate personhood was a reoccurring theme of the Occupy Wall Street Protests in 2011. According to NPR’s Melissa Block, “[a]mong the demands of Occupy Wall Street protestors is this, an end to corporate personhood. That demand has been spelled out on protestors signs, like one that reads: I’ll believe corporations are people when Texas executes one.” *What is the Basis for Corporate Personhood?*, NPR All Things Considered (October 24, 2011), available at http://www.npr.org/2011/10/24/141663195/what-is-the-basis-for-corporate-personhood.

49. In discussing the post-*Citizens United* status quo, former Secretary of Labor Robert Reich notes, “if five members of the Supreme Court think corporations are people, Mitt Romney agrees. And now the minority leader of the Senate – the highest-ranking Republican official in America – takes this logic to its absurd conclusion: If corporations are people, they must be capable of feeling harassed and intimidated if their shareholders or consumers don’t approve of their political expenditures . . . Hell, they might even throw a tantrum. Or cry.” Robert Reich, *Robert Reich: Corporate Feelings*, MARKET PLAYGROUND (June 18, 2012), http://marketplayground.com/2012/06/18/robert-reich-corporate-feelings; see also, More Occupy Wall Street Posters, LAYMAN’S LAYOUT (Dec. 7, 2012), http://laymanslayout.wordpress.com/2011/12/07/layout-more-occupy-wall-street-posters.


52. To date, two women have made attempts to marry corporations in order to generate conversation. Seattle resident Angela Vogel managed to wed a corporation after persuading a King County clerk to issue a marriage license. *Seattle Woman Weds Corporation*, RT.COM (July 19, 2012), http://rt.com/usa/news/corporation-corporate-reifman-person-594. Although the license was
outrageous, many other engagements with corporate personhood have attempted to prompt serious law reform.

These proposals either limit free speech rights for corporations or actively deny corporations personhood. At the federal level, Congressman Ted Deutch of Florida and Senator Bernie Sanders of Vermont introduced a constitutional amendment limiting constitutional rights to “natural persons” and eliminating constitutional rights for “for-profit corporations, limited liability companies, or other private entities established for business purposes.”

Constitutional Amendment, MOVE TO AMEND (April 6, 2011), http://movetoamend.org/madison-and-dane-county-wi-voters-support-constitutional-amendment. Seventy-eight percent of voters in Dane County, WI endorsed eliminating federal recognition for corporate personhood by changing the U.S. Constitution to explicitly state that only human beings and not corporations are entitled to constitutional rights. Id. Similar resolutions have been proposed in other local communities. E.g., Ordinance to Deny Corporate Personhood: Lane County Oregon, DEMOCRACYEUGENE (2011), http://democracyeugene.pbworks.com/f/ordinance+to+Deny+Corporate+Personhood+Oregon.pdf. The recent events were preceded by other local attempts to eliminate corporate personhood. For example, in 2000, Point Arena, CA passed a resolution rejecting corporate personhood and stating that corporations are not persons for the purposes of the Fourteenth Amendment. Northern California City Challenges Corporate Personhood, BIG MED., (June 2000), http://www.nancho.net/corporation/cparena.html. In Pennsylvania, Licking township has passed similar ordinances against corporate personhood. First Local Government in the United States Refuses to Recognize Corporate Claims to Civil Rights: Bans Corporate Involvement in Governing, DEMOCRACY UNITED, http://www.ratical.org/corporations/abolishcph.html (last visited Oct. 23, 2012).


62. The Massachusetts state Democratic Party passed a resolution “to deny corporations the free speech rights of ordinary persons under the First Amendment.” David Swanson, Massachusetts Democratic Party Passes Resolution to Protect Free Speech Rights for People, ABOLISH CORP. PERSONHOOD NOW (June 8, 2010), http://acpn.citizenact.org/2010/06/massachusetts-democratic-party-passes-resolution-to-protect-free-speech-rights-for-people/.


B. Fetuses and Embryos: The “Pro-Life” Personhood Movement

Corporations are not the only legal subjects that may present significant challenges to the current conception of legal personhood in the United States. While some have attempted to roll back the expansion of legal recognition for corporate persons, others have made attempts to expand the community of legal persons in the United States by seeking recognition for fetuses and embryos. While the U.S. Constitution does not define the concept of a person explicitly, according to the Supreme Court, “the word ‘person,’ as used in the Fourteenth Amendment, does not include the unborn.”65 Some states, however, have made efforts to expand constitutional protections for fetuses and embryos. The state of Georgia has been on the cutting edge of these legal efforts. In 2009, the Option of Adoption Act was passed, which changed the definition of “child” to include a human embryo.66 That same year, S.R. 328 was passed. This bill acknowledged “the right to life is paramount and the need for protection of the lives of the innocent at every stage.”67 Georgia legislators have introduced a significant amount of legislation proposing expanded personhood protections for fetuses and embryos. For example, in 2007, the Georgia state house proposed HR 536, the “Paramount Right to Life” amendment. This amendment would extend constitutional protection to unborn children “from the moment of fertilization without regard to age, race, sex, health, function, or condition of dependency.”68

In 2009, a proposed amendment to the Georgia Constitution stated that the “right to life is vested in each human being from the moment of fertilization.”69 In 2011, this amendment was reintroduced as H.R. 1072.70

Georgia is not alone. Over two thirds of the states have passed legislation providing some legal recognition of fetuses for the purposes of homicide,71 or for

65. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 157–58 (1973). In 2010, select counties of Georgia voters decidedly supported an amendment to the Georgia Constitution that “the right to life is vested in each human being from their earliest biological beginning until natural death.” Georgia Voters Say ‘Yes’ to Personhood Amendment, CHRISTIAN NEWS WIRE (July 22, 2010), http://www.christiannewswire.com/news/391914486.html. The poll, however, did not have a binding legal effect. Instead, the polling is an indicator of public sentiment and the Georgia legislature must take action to pass the amendment. Id.


other purposes. Other states have made laws that, while stopping short of recognizing fetal personhood, limit abortion on the basis of fetal pain. Legislative efforts have even been proposed to expand the community of persons to include fetuses and embryos from the time of conception. In other states,

in case law as well. In Wyoming, criminal liability can arise from the crime committed against the mother and the death of the unborn fetus. E.g., Goodman v. State, 601 P.2d 178, 185 (Wyo. 1979) (holding that an individual can be prosecuted for the crime of assault and battery on a mother and the death of the fetus incident to the criminal act). Wyoming has also recently considered legislation that would make killing a fetus homicide under law. See H.B. 132, 60th Leg., Budget Sess. (Wyo. 2010) (stating that it is a crime to kill a woman if one knew she was pregnant). Similar legislation has been proposed in various states. See generally, H.B. 30, 50th Leg., Reg. Sess. (N.M. 2011) (proposing legislation in New Mexico entitled The Unborn Victims of Violence Act); H.B. A01673, 2011 Leg., 234th Sess. (N.Y. 2011) (proposing legislation in New York); S.B. 04347 2011 Leg., 234th Sess. (N.Y. 2011). In 2010, Vermont State Senator Victor Illuzi introduced a fetal homicide bill, which failed. S. 175, 2010 Leg., Reg. Sess. (Vt. 2010). In 2010, the Vermont legislature did not consider a Fetal Homicide Bill. Vermont Senate: Fetal Homicide Bills Won’t Be Heard, COVENANT NEWS (Feb. 10, 2010), http://www.covenantnews.com/abortion/archives/066098.html.


73. Nebraska was the first state to pass the Pain-Capable Unborn Child Protection Act in 2010. Dan Harris, Nebraska Passes Controversial Abortion Ban, ABC NEWS (Apr. 13, 2010), http://abcnews.go.com/WN/Supreme_Court/nebraska-passes-controversial-abortion-ban/story?id=10361705. The law makes it a felony to perform an abortion after twenty or more weeks unless the mother’s life is in danger, requires physicians performing abortions to report the procedure within thirty days to be compiled in an annual report and provides a right of action for women who have had abortions in violation of the law against the physician performing the abortion, NEB. REV. STAT. ANN. § 28-3,102 (LexisNexis 1995), L.B. 1103, 102nd Leg., Reg. Sess., (Neb. 2011). Oklahoma has also passed a similar act, the Pain Capable Unborn Child Protection Act. OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 63, § 1-745.1 (West 2011), H.B. 1888, 50th Leg., 2011 1st Reg. Sess. (Okla. 2011). And in Utah, the legislature has passed a law requiring fetuses that are about to be aborted to be given some sort of pain medication. See UTAH CODE ANN. § 76-7-305 (West 2011). Activists in many other states have tried to expand the legal recognition of fetuses. For example, Alabama enacted the Pain-Capable Unborn Child Protection Act. ALA. CODE § 26-23B (2011). The Pain-Capable Unborn Child Protection Act was introduced to the Arkansas House, but the bill died in the House Committee, H.B. 1887, 88th Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Ark. 2011). The Act would have banned abortions after twenty weeks unless they are performed to save a mother’s life and requires doctors to report abortions performed to the Arkansas Department of Health. Id. The bill mirrored a law passed by Nebraska in 2010 which was the first of its kind in the United States. Robert Dean, Controversial Abortion Restriction Law Introduced in Arkansas Legislature, EXAMINER (Mar. 4, 2011), http://www.examiner.com/government-in-little-rock/controversial-abortion-restriction-law-introduced-arkansas-legislature.

activists have attempted to expand fetal personhood through ballots initiatives and referendum.\textsuperscript{75} And, while such campaigns have not always been successful,\textsuperscript{76} activists committed to expanding legal personhood to include fetuses have been persistent in their efforts to make change in what they characterize as a crucial contemporary civil rights struggle.\textsuperscript{77}

Embryos and other pre-birth human tissue also present a challenge to the contours of legal personhood. Reproductive technology has facilitated the possibility of separate existence for human tissue, creating indeterminacy in law for a variety of individuals, entities and collectives. For example, questions about what happens to unimplanted embryos may arise for potential parents and for the facilities housing these unused embryos. While some of these issues may be resolved through contracts between potential parents and the facilities in question, or between the potential parents themselves, the legal status of embryos does not lend certainty to these scenarios. In the United States, embryos currently occupy a place of liminal legal recognition, receiving different levels of protection and recognition in different jurisdictions. In some jurisdictions they are juridical persons,\textsuperscript{78} while in others they are property subject to contract law\textsuperscript{79} or occupy an intermediate space between persons and property.\textsuperscript{80}

\textsuperscript{75} For example, activists in Oregon proposed to amend the state constitution with the Oregon Personhood Amendment for the ballot through initiative 30, NEWS RELEASE, OFF. OF SEC. OF STATE (Oct. 14, 2008), http://www.sos.state.or.us/elections/irr/2010/030text.pdf. The proposed amendment affirmed a right to life for all human beings and defined persons as all human beings at every stage in biological development including fertilization. Ultimately, the amendment never made it to the ballot and was not certified. OR. SEC. OF STATE, ELECTIONS DIVISION, http://egov.sos.state.or.us/elec/web_ire_search.record_detail?p_reference=20100030..LSCYY.


\textsuperscript{77} What is Personhood?, PERSONHOOD USA, http://www.personhoodusa.com/what-is-personhood.

\textsuperscript{78} LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 9-123 (2011) (“An in vitro fertilized ovum exists as a juridical person until such a time as the in vitro fertilized ovum is implanted in the womb; or at any other time when rights attach to an unborn child in accordance with law.”); \textit{but see in re Marriage of Witten}, 672 N.W.2d 768, 774–76 (Iowa 2003) (holding that the “best interest of the child” standard does not apply to an embryo); Jeter v. Mayo Clinic Ariz., 121 P.3d 1256, 1259 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2005) (holding that Arizona law will not sustain a wrongful death action for the loss of embryos).


\textsuperscript{80} Davis v. Davis, 842 S.W.2d 588, 597 (Tenn. 1992) (holding fetuses occupy an interim category
C. Animal Activism and the Possibilities of Personhood

The legal status of animals has also become an area of scholarly and political dispute. The exclusion of non-human animals from the legal status of personhood has theoretical roots that can be traced to the teleological worldview of ancient Greek and Roman philosophers, and to metaphysical religious traditions of “Western” thought. In the United States, as in many other English-speaking countries, non-human animals are not persons but “things.” As things, animals are considered property and not generally eligible for the full scope of legal protections, rights and privileges enjoyed by human beings or other persons like corporations. A recent case, brought by activists from the People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) on behalf of killer whales owned by Sea World, held that non-human animals were not part of the community of persons recognized by the Thirteenth Amendment.

The status of animals as property, however, does not mean that they have been completely excluded from the community of persons. Animals occupy the legal status of quasi-persons, being recognized as holding some rights and protections but not others. Although animals generally lack standing to sue on their own behalf, in some limited circumstances, non-human animals have been accorded standing to sue through a guardian ad litem. Currently, one state, one

between persons and property because they have the potential for human life). This interim category approach has been used in various contexts. See generally In re Marriage of Witten, 672 N.W.2d 768 (embryos); A.Z. v. B.Z., 725 N.E.2d 1051 (2000) (embryos); Janicki v. Hospital of St. Raphael, 744 A.2d 963 (Conn. Super. Ct. 1999) (fetuses); Hecht v. Superior Court, 20 Cal. Rptr. 2d 275 (Cal. App. 2d Dist. 1993) (making a similar determination for vials of sperm).


85. Id.

86. Tilikum v. Sea World Parks & Entm’t, Inc., 842 F. Supp. 2d. 1259, 1264 (S.D. Cal. 2012) (finding no case or controversy because the Thirteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution applies only to “humans, and not orcas”).

87. Jones v. Butz, 374 F. Supp. 1284, 1287–89 (S.D.N.Y 1974) (granting standing to a plaintiff suing as the guardian ad litem for all livestock animals now and hereafter awaiting slaughter in the U.S.). In Rhode Island, guardian and owner means effectively the same thing. R.I. GEN. LAWS § 4-1-1(4) (2010) (“Guardian’ shall mean a person(s) having the same rights and responsibilities of an owner, and both terms shall be used interchangeably. A guardian shall also mean a person who possesses, has title to or an interest in, harbors or has control, custody or possession of an animal and who is responsible for an animal’s safety and well-being.”). It is unclear whether this should or will have additional legal consequences in the long term. Susan J. Hankin, Making Decisions about Our
Canadian city and 17 U.S. cities reference pet owners as “guardians.”

Animals have also received protection in the context of anti-cruelty and animal welfare laws, and their owners may seek some legal protections for them in terms of tort law and the law of trusts and estates. Animal activists have tried to increase legal recognition for great apes and other non-human hominids. There is even some evidence that many countries are moving toward increased legal recognition for animals and their well-being. Some argue that there has been a serious divergence in law between the U.S. and the E.U. concerning agriculture and animal welfare law. Nevertheless, even the most well intentioned legal change does not have a substantial impact on the lives of many animals. Although there are many who have challenged the division between persons and animals, and have argued that animals should be accorded more protections and rights, legal definitions of personhood render animals different from, and less than, human beings in most cases. The issue of legal personhood for animals will become even more complicated as the possibility of human-animal hybrids emerges, artificial intelligence becomes more sophisticated, and as things...
previously conceptualized as property come to be recognized as worthy of legal consideration.99

If current campaigns to expand or limit personhood in law are any measure, the problems of legal personhood will continue to plague us. Although some may claim that the questions of legal personhood have been settled,100 or that the best course of dealing with questions of legal personhood is not to think about them,101 the recent political action around fetal and corporate personhood—and the future challenges emerging from individuals and entities formerly conceptualized as things—shows us that the legal contours of personhood are open to new interpretations and possibilities. If, as W.E.B. Dubois noted, the problem of the twentieth century was the color line,102 one could argue that the problem of the twenty-first century will become the lines we draw in law between persons and non-persons. In the wake of populist responses to the Supreme Court’s expansion of political speech rights for collectives and associations shrouded in juridical personhood, the re-emerging debate around the legal status of embryos and fetal personhood and the arising issues regarding the potential recognition of animals as legal persons, it is time for legal scholarship—particularly in feminist theory—to re-engage with the question of legal personhood and its meaning.

The continuing challenges of personhood should matter to feminist legal theorists for several reasons. First, constructing the contours and limits of the community of persons has consistently been part of the feminist legal project. From the early efforts of suffragettes103 to contemporary feminist efforts to examine intersectionality,104 equality,105 motherhood,106 family,107 sexuality108 and


98. See generally Lawrence B. Solum, Legal Personhood for Artificial Intelligences, 70 N.C. L. REV. 1232 (1992). Like artificial intelligence and robots, some other non-natural entities or things might push the boundaries of personhood. For example, Oliver Wendell Holmes has noted that “[a] ship is the most living of inanimate things. Servants sometimes say ‘she’ of a clock, but every one gives a gender to vessels.” OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES, THE COMMON LAW 26 (1909).

99. E.g., Christopher Stone, Should Trees Have Standing? – Toward Legal Rights for Natural Objects, 45 S. CAL. L. REV. 450 (1972); PATRICIA J. WILLIAMS, THE ALCHEMY OF RACE AND RIGHTS (1991) (arguing that we “unlock” rights by granting them to slaves, trees, cows, history, rivers, rocks and all of society’s “untouchables”).


103. Seneca Falls Convention Declaration of Sentiments, supra note 17, at 79.


subjectivity, feminist legal theorists have challenged the legal and political status quo in an effort to secure increased recognition for women as persons. Second, determinations about legal personhood have serious costs and benefits for women. An expansion of political speech for associations may flood a democratic conversation where women’s voices are already marginalized. It may also enable powerful associations to deploy their economic privilege to blunt crucial substantive procedural rules designed to protect women, including protections from discrimination, family and medical leave, and worker protections. Moreover, efforts to expand legal recognition for fetuses and embryos – and the rights arising from it – may narrow the rights and reproductive choices of women. For these reasons, feminist legal theory should engage with the challenges of legal personhood.

II. THE MEANING OF PERSONHOOD IN LAW: THE INDETERMINACY OF A LEGAL FICTION

The current controversies concerning legal personhood and the political efforts to limit or expand the community of persons reveal how the meaning of legal personhood is plagued by uncertainty and indeterminacy. In law, “person” is often used in a confusing fashion. The boundaries of legal personhood may seem, at best, inconsistent and, at worst, arbitrary. Jurisdiction to jurisdiction, it is often unclear who counts as a person in law and why. Different jurisdictions have created different thresholds for personhood and different distributions of rights, privileges, protections and entitlements, such that the same individual or entity might be recognized as a person in one place and property in another. And even within jurisdictions, the same entity might be treated as a member of the legal community of persons for one purpose, but not another. This creates a legal regime in which different entities, individuals and collectives are treated differently, and in which similar entities, individuals or collectives are subject to different legal requirements and different degrees of recognition, even when they are similarly situated.

In the United States’ common law tradition there is no discrete body of law
containing all of the applicable provisions of legal personhood. Legal persons constitute a diverse community that includes various individuals, entities and collectives in different ways for different jurisdictions. To add to this diversity, the common law of legal personhood is disparate and diffuse, found in cases, statutes and treatises. In contrast, persons and the rights and liabilities arising from legal personality play a crucial role in the civil law tradition. In civil law jurisdictions, the law of persons is laid out in a codified set of principles and in private law. For example, the Louisiana Civil Code contains an entire section concerning the contours of legal personhood and its application in law. Legal personhood is considered the “benchmark” for the distribution of rights and entitlements in civil law. The law of persons has legal and ethical force and, in some cases, even makes distinctions between physical and moral persons.

Many legal scholars reduce the Latin meaning of person, *persona*, to the mask worn by players in dramatic performances. Max Radin noted that “there can be no doubt that ‘person’ is the Latin *persona*, the Greek *prosopon*, and that originally these words meant a ‘theatrical mask,’ familiar to us as one of the devices of the Greek and Roman theatre.” The origins and meanings of *persona*, however, are more complex. Some who specialize in etymology claim that the word *persona* comes from an Etruscan word that is derived from the Greek word *prosopon*, meaning face.

Tracing the origin of the person to the face and not to a theatrical mask provides insight into the concept of the person that is useful for understanding its contemporary and historical operation in law. Barbara Johnson’s critical
discussion of the relationship between persons and things focuses on the cultural and social meaning of the face.\textsuperscript{122} The mask, for Johnson, is designed to be seen and recognized as acceptable to others. And in spite of its relational purpose, the mask is incompatible with life and is inanimate.\textsuperscript{123} For Johnson, a mask is “[s]omething inanimate always approximat[ing] an ideal . . . [but] [a]n ideal is not an individual.”\textsuperscript{124} The face, in contrast, is living and is often considered to be a unique representation of an individual’s soul or innermost essence.\textsuperscript{125} The face also entails an ethical relational imperative. Drawing on Emmanuel Levinas’ claim that the living face represents the ethical claims of the human Other, Johnson notes that the face is open and public and that it entails knowledge of the Other and thus, ethical responsibility.\textsuperscript{126} Associating the face with the person entails acknowledging the importance of an animate existence in our legal interactions, one where moral and relational ethos must be acknowledged. It is also, for human beings and other mammals, a communicative organ that is thought of as the external representation of some internal identity or essence that is often conceptualized as authentic. It is taken to manifest our emotional and intellectual life in the social spaces where we interact. But the face is not a perfect proxy for truth as an authentic representation of the individual. Because the face is also capable of deceit and technological perfection, it is capable of manipulating others who observe it.

As the face is the representation of the individual in social interactions, the person is the representation of the individual in legal interactions. Scholars have described the person in law as the “subject of legal rights and duties.”\textsuperscript{127} For this reason, the act of recognizing an individual, entity or collective as a person determines a variety of potential legal capacities, including who can act in law (legal persons) and who cannot act in law (non-persons). It also determines which sorts of beings can claim the protection of the law through political, social and legal rights and entitlements, and which sorts of beings have moral responsibilities, obligations and duties that the law will enforce.\textsuperscript{128} Conferring legal rights and duties, for this reason, confers legal personality on persons.\textsuperscript{129} Bryant Smith went further in his analysis, defining legal personality as the capacity for legal relations.\textsuperscript{130} Capacity is a concept that entails not only current abilities but also possible unrealized potential that is yet to come.\textsuperscript{131} For this reason, legal personality is often conceptualized as relational capacity and

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Id.
\item Id. at 183.
\item See id. at 181.
\item See id. at 186–87.
\item Bryant Smith, Legal Personality, 37 YALE L.J. 283 (1928).
\item Id.
\item As an example, Smith discusses the fact that minors lack the capacity to marry when they are underage and obtain the capacity when they reach the age of majority. Id. at 283–84.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
persons are those legally recognized individuals or entities that “are brought, by
the operation of acts and events, into relation with things and with one another:
that is to say, relations capable of begetting duties, rights and claims.” This
status renders legal persons both entitled to rights and bound by the rights of
others, entitled to have obligations to them met and bound to meet the
obligations they have to others. Some scholars have highlighted the important
conceptual relationship in law between personhood access to specific rights or
privileges. For example, Margaret Radin has argued that property plays a crucial
role in defining persons.

Beyond the common law and in a more contemporary context, other
scholars have argued that personhood in law is a “placeholder for deeper
concepts that ground our moral intuitions about human rights.” For example,
Jens Ohlin argues that the word “person” does not stand for a single legally
applicable concept but a cluster of ideas. The first cluster of ideas centers on a
naturalistic concept of the person in law embodied by the human being. The
second cluster of ideas focuses on the rational agency of entities or individuals,
and takes account of psychological or cognitive aspects of persons and of the
capacity of persons to be culpable for moral choices. The third piece of the
cluster of legal personhood describes what Ohlin calls the normative concept of
legal personhood. The normative concept of legal personhood recognizes that
persons are the objects, entities or individuals that are morally and legally
recognized as holders of rights and subjects with their own interests. This
conception of the person is premised on the idea that “[w]e do not ascribe human
rights because an entity is a person – it is a person because we ascribe human
rights to it.” For this reason, the concept of the person, which is used for many
purposes, often clouds the already murky water of legal issues; “[r]ather than
illuminating human rights claims, the concept of the person often obscures
them.” While this does not mean the concept of a person in law is empty,
many scholars maintain it is not necessary for human rights and it should not be
the “central battleground” for discussions of human rights. Pragmatist John

132. FREDERICK POLLOCK, A FIRST BOOK OF JURISPRUDENCE FOR STUDENTS OF THE COMMON LAW
105 (1896).
133. Id. at 107.
134. MARGARET JANE RADIN, REINTERPRETING PROPERTY (1993). For Radin, control and ownership
of property constitutes an important aspect of personhood. The relationship between personhood
and property, which she calls the personal-continuity thesis, is necessary for the realization of human
freedom and for intelligibility as a person. Id. at 197. According to Radin, “property is necessary
to give people ‘roots,’ stable surroundings, a context of control over environment . . . .” Id. at 44–45. At
the margins of legal personhood, particularly in the historical context, the right to own property was
not a necessary aspect of legal recognition for persons. See supra pp. 49–50 and accompanying text. See
also MARGARET DAVIES & NGAIRE NAFFINE, ARE PERSONS PROPERTY? LEGAL DEBATES ABOUT PROPERTY
135. E.g., Jens David Ohlin, Is the Concept of the Person Necessary for Human Rights?, 105 COLUM. L.
136. Id. at 230–238.
137. Id. at 237.
138. Id. at 211–12.
139. Id. at 238.
Dewey has similarly argued that the category of “person” in law is an empty category. For Dewey, “‘person’ signifies what law makes it signify.”140 But even such an approach to personhood requires conceptual frameworks and analytic foundations as a starting point for making its determinations.

Even with such extensive scholarly endeavors, the legal meaning of personhood is still uncertain and indeterminate. Pragmatic attempts to endow entities, individuals and collectives with rights, entitlements and privileges, or to impose duties and obligations on them, have led to a fragmented jurisprudence of legal personhood. Because the community of legal persons is diverse, the challenges of legal personhood have been met by a variety of pragmatic solutions that have left it indeterminate in its theoretical foundations and piecemeal in its approach to new challenges. The meaning of legal personhood shifts depending on what sort of persons one is talking about and what the dominant legal framework of analysis in question is.141

In spite of this theoretical indeterminacy, legal personhood – for all the aspects of its meaning that entail transcendental nonsense – is more than a legal fiction. It is important to remember that while the category of person is a legal fiction, the concept still carries normative, ethical and political force.142 The stakes of legal personhood are high and entail meaningful determinations about how we impose obligations and duties, and which individuals, entities, and associations have access to rights, privileges and entitlements. Legal personhood plays an important role in cultivating the community of those individuals, collectives and entities whose rights, privileges and entitlements are worthy of recognition in law. Legal personhood, however, is not merely an individual concept. Collective entities have the capacity to form a variety of associations that receive the protections of separate legal personhood apart from the human beings and juridical persons that comprise them. Legal personhood also pushes the boundaries of individuality in so far as it is a tool to facilitate interactions between various legally recognized persons. It mediates those relationships, determining which particular individuals, entities and collectives hold intelligible claims that can be addressed through law.143

Legal personhood, for this reason, is more than just a placeholder for rights, entitlements, privileges and obligations.144 The naming of an entity, individual or collective as a person has moral force in so far as it turns something, which is defined by its lack of access to rights, privileges and entitlements, into someone. The process of making some individuals persons also renders them subject to obligations and duties, making them accountable to the community and

---

140. Dewey, supra note 101, at 655.
141. See generally supra note 114.
142. See DAVIES & NAFFINE, supra note 134, at 51–52 (arguing legal personhood determines who is granted the capacity to be seen and heard by the law).
143. According to Grear, the corporation’s status as a legal person, for example, “function[s]...to mediate the interests and desire of natural humans” through the creation of an artificial juridical entity that lies apart from the natural persons behind it. Grear, supra note 16, at 524.
144. See NAFFINE, supra note 128; but see David Millon, The Ambiguous Significance of Corporate Personhood, 2 STANFORD AGORA 1 (2001) (arguing that the various characterizations of corporate personhood can support multiple competing normative conclusions).
endowing them with rights and privileges.145 Most importantly, persons can act in ways that lead to the expansion and addition of the legal benefits of personhood by seeking more rights, privileges and entitlements.

In spite of its importance, the legal recognition of a person is never completely realized by any individual legal person or group of legal persons. Most individuals do not possess the abilities to exercise all the rights of personhood at once even if the law has deemed them capable of acting. There is not one legal treatment of persons because there is no singular definition of persons – there are diffuse standards to meet the needs of diverse classes of persons. In this way, personhood is a bundle of rights, entitlements, privileges, obligations and duties that are distributed to different types of legal persons in different ways. Furthermore, personification does not necessarily entail the same collection of rights, privileges and entitlements, or the same sort of capacities for each person recognized.146 Personhood can be disaggregated. However, declaring an individual or entity a “someone” for the purposes of one particular entitlement or privilege means that “someone” has access not only to that one slice of recognition initially endowed to it but also is able to expand this recognition.147

The legal meaning of personhood is uncertain, in part, because the community of legal persons contains a diverse array of individuals and collectives that are categorized in a variety of ways related to legal recognition.148 The community of persons and non-persons is so diverse that many groups of persons, like human beings, may have more in common with non-persons, like animals, than they do with other legally recognized persons, like corporations. For this reason, the community of persons is an analytic unity that contains multitudes. However, the diversity and multiplicity contained in the community of legal persons recognized by the state can be analytically contained and clarified by examining the status of those legal entities, individuals and collectives that are located at the margins of legal personhood. The substance of legal personhood is constituted, in part, by determining who is not a person or who does not have access to the fullest realization of rights, privileges, and entitlements in law. This process of “othering” those entities, individuals and collectives as less than full persons or not persons plays a crucial role in determining not only where the borders of personhood lie but also which entities, individuals and collectives lie within them.

The issues surrounding legal personhood concern not only the question of who counts as a full member of the legal community but also how we take

145. This process of holding individuals and entities accountable has been complicated, as the community of those subject to duties and obligations and holding rights, privileges and entitlements has changed. See generally Walter Hyde Woodburn, The Prosecution and Punishment of Animals and Lifeless Things in the Middle Ages and Modern Times, 64 U. PA. L. REV. 696 (1915) (noting buildings, animals and statues were accorded rights and entitlements and had duties and obligations); Paul Schiff Berman, Note, Rats, Pigs, and Statues on Trial: The Creation of Cultural Narratives in the Prosecution of Animals and Inanimate Objects, 69 N.Y.U. L. REV. 288 (1994) (arguing efforts to hold inanimate objects liable reflect important community values).

146. See supra note 33 and accompanying text (discussing slavery and coverture).

147. Id.

148. DAVIES & NAFFINE, supra note 134, at 52–57.
account of them. This question entails determining which entities, collectives and individuals are considered legal persons and which rights, privileges, entitlements, duties and obligations these persons have access to. Furthermore, in some cases, the current contests of legal personhood involve expanding legal personhood for some while placing limits on the rights and privileges of others. The legal recognition of persons can have legal and moral consequences for existing members of the community of persons. If the legal recognition of personhood for some animals is expanded, for example, the property rights of those individuals and corporate entities who sell animals as commodities may be restricted. In addition, recognizing certain domestic animals as members of the legal community may entail legal penalties for those who eat animals or enhanced criminal liabilities for those who abuse animals. And because the concept of legal personhood has an ethical force, requiring us to reconsider who and what we regard as worthy of respect and consideration by law, an expansion of legal personhood for animals would have moral consequences beyond the realm of law.149 The current efforts to expand the legal personhood of fetuses, embryos and zygotes may similarly entail limitations on the rights and privileges of other persons, particularly women. Women in the United States who currently enjoy limited constitutional protections for reproductive freedom150 may be unable to realize these reproductive freedoms if the legal rights, privileges, protections and entitlements of fetuses, embryos and zygotes are expanded.151

In the next section, I draw on scholarship in vulnerability studies to present one possible picture of what a theory of legal personhood would look like if it relied upon the body and human embodiment as its foundation. The vulnerabilities of embodied human beings and the capabilities of the body could be used to provide a conceptual foundation for legal recognition and the distribution of rights, privileges and entitlements to a variety of non-persons, such as animals,152 and persons without rights, such as undocumented persons. Drawing on the insights of vulnerability studies, I construct a conceptual experiment in articulating a tentative framework for a feminist theory of the person.

149. Potentially, the legal expansion of personhood for animals might entail some reconceptualization of religious dogma, including an expansion of which types of sentient beings we must take account of in our spiritual journey.

150. See generally, Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973) (recognizing a woman’s right to an abortion as included in the fundamental right to privacy, but emphasizing that it is not an absolute right that must be conditioned against the state’s interests in the mother’s health and the potential life); Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833 (1992) (establishing the undue burden standard, such that a regulation is unconstitutional if its purpose or effect is to place a substantial obstacle in the path of a woman seeking an abortion before the fetus attains viability); Stenberg v. Carhart, 530 U.S. 914 (2000) (upholding the Constitutional protection of the woman’s right to choose whether to have an abortion, finding that the criminalization of “partial birth abortion” unduly burdened the woman’s ability to choose); Gonzales v. Carhart, 550 U.S. 124 (2007) (finding Congress’s ban on partial-birth abortion was not unconstitutionally vague and did not impose an undue burden on the right to an abortion).


152. See supra pp. 61–65 (discussing animals).
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III. TOWARD AN EMBODIED LEGAL PERSONHOOD

When you get the dragon out of his cave on to the plain and in the
daylight, you can count his teeth and claws, and see just what is his
strength. But to get him out is only the first step. The next is either to
kill him, or to tame him and make him a useful animal.153

If our current conceptions of legal personhood have led to court challenges,
political dissent and legislative action – as the current controversies around
animals, corporations and fetuses might imply – perhaps scholars and judges
should reconsider how the boundaries of the community of persons should be
determined. It is time for a change regarding who counts and how we take
account of them. This section sketches one possibility for change. In a
framework that starts from the body and embodiment, human beings, defined in
part by the limitations of the body and their embodied vulnerability, serve as the
paradigmatic class of persons for the purpose of determining legal personhood.

As a starting point, a feminist theory of the person should ground its insights in
theoretical paradigms that emphasize the shared vulnerability of human bodies
and precarious possibilities embedded in embodiment. This section will use the
insights of vulnerability studies and its perspective on the body and embodiment
to provide the foundation for a re-conceptualization of legal personhood that
takes the vulnerability of bodies and vulnerable embodiment as a starting place
for thinking about what and who is entitled to legal recognition as a person. This
framework seeks to answer the question: What would legal personhood look like
if the body and embodiment were its foundation?

The body, and the vulnerability of embodied individuals, plays an
important role in this section’s effort to reconstruct legal personhood. Relying in
large part on the insights of the feminist theory of the body,154 legal scholars
have argued for increased recognition of the importance of bodies and
embodiment by the meaning of legal personhood. In the late 1990’s the body
enjoyed particular theoretical attention in legal scholarship.155 Since these earlier
articulations, the body and embodiment have provided a critical lens for scholars
to think about legal problems.156 These scholars have shown, however, that

153. Oliver Wendell Holmes, The Path of the Law, 10 HARV. L. REV. 457, 469 (1897), reprinted in 110

154. Feminist theory of the body, also called embodiment theory, focuses on questions of the
construction of the self and various aspects of modernity in order to expose dualist anti-somatic
perspectives and to denaturalize cohesive conceptions of a natural “pre-cultural” body. See Saru
Matambanadzo, Engendering Sex: Birth Certificates, Biology and the Body in Anglo American Law, 12

155. Reva Siegel, Reasoning From the Body: A Historical Perspective on Abortion Regulation and
a perspective of physiological naturalism in its jurisprudence related to reproduction); Peter
Halewood, Law’s Bodies: Disembodiment and the Structure of Liberal Property Rights, 81 IOWA L. REV.
1331, 1334–35 (1996) (arguing that the body is produced in line with a liberal theory); ALAN HYDE,
BODIES OF LAW (1997) (arguing there are multiple conceptions of the body in law); David Graver,
Personal Bodies: A Corporeal Theory of Corporate Personhood, 6 U. CHI. L. SCH. ROUNDTABLE 235, 243–45
(1999) (arguing persons should be recognized as embodied consciousness).

156. See Grear, supra note 16, at 539 (arguing the vulnerable human body should be the
employing the body and embodiment as a starting point for legal personhood might entail its own theoretical complications. The body is not an objective pre-cultural representation of the “natural.” Instead, it is, like the concept of the person itself, culturally constructed and historically contextual. Our understanding of what the body is and how it interacts with the world emerges in part from the cultural conceptions that shape our perception of the world. The body has been constructed by culture in relation to such diverse fields as science, medicine, law and the nation state. In spite of these limitations, an effort to start from the body and re-conceptualize personhood around embodied vulnerabilities and capacities as the foundation for legal personhood provides a decidedly different take on the question of how we define and conceptualize who counts and how we should take account of them. The purpose of this discussion of the body and embodiment is not meant to endorse a universal essentialist conception of the body in an ahistorical fashion. For this reason, the analytic framework described in this section should be understood as an experiment with one conception of the body and embodiment that may provide a productive way of structuring legal personhood. There could be competing conceptions that create different outcomes.

In the legal imagination, the body and embodiment serve an important explanatory role. Law is often described as a body or as a Corpus Juris. This use of the body as a metaphor, however, is not merely a poetic tactic. Instead, it serves to explain and organize various doctrines, rules, standards, cases and statutes into a unit. This metaphorical description of the law as a single body

157. See generally DONNA J. HARAWAY, SIMIANS, CYBORGS, AND WOMEN: THE REINVENTION OF NATURE (1991) (examining how nature and science are constructed through cultural norms and expectations).

158. See generally ELIZABETH GROSZ, VOLATILE BODIES: TOWARD A CORPOREAL FEMINISM (1994) (examining how bodies and embodiment are constructed through cultural paradigms); see also SUSAN BORDO, UNBEARABLE WEIGHT, FEMINISM, WESTERN CULTURE AND THE BODY (1993).

159. See generally JUDITH BUTLER, BODIES THAT MATTER: ON THE DISCURSIVE LIMITS OF SEX (1993) (arguing that cultural conceptions of gender inform the construction and understanding of biological sex).


161. See THOMAS LAQUEUR, MAKING SEX: BODY AND GENDER FROM THE GREEKS TO FREUD 4–11 (1992) (arguing that the scientific model of biological sex shifted from a conception of one sex with similar variation to two “opposite” different sexes).

162. See generally HYDE, supra note 155.


164. See, e.g., WILLIAM L. PROSSER, HANDBOOK OF THE LAW OF TORTS 8 (1941) (defining torts as “a body of law” designed to compensate individuals for losses); Holmes, supra note 153, at 469.

165. Roscoe Pound, Hierarchy of Sources and Forms in Different Systems of Law, 7 TUL. L. REV. 475, 479 (1933).

166. Many scholars explained the unity of law through the metaphor of the body and embodiment. Pound, for example, described law through the metaphors of the body. Id. at 476 (defining law as “the body of authoritative materials”). Pound even explained that “[i]f the rules are the bone and sinew of the legal order, the technique is its life blood and the ideals are its brains.” Id. at 486.
preserves the intellectual, moral, social and philosophical cohesiveness of law, rendering sometimes contradictory applications and articulations into conceptual completeness. Legal professionals are taught from their earliest days to think of the philosophical jurisprudential concerns of constitutional law as part of the same cohesive unit as criminal law, tax law, bankruptcy law, corporate law, real estate law, tort law, property law, contract law, administrative law and various other discrete areas. This metaphor of the body forges a picture of a collective entity (a collection of disparate rules, cases, treatises, codes, customs and statutes in various jurisdictions), which functions (or dysfunctions) in concert as a unity (“the law”). The notion that the law is a body places legal rules in a mythical category, invoking the natural and political bodies of the sovereign king, the body politic and even the mystical body of Christ. The metaphor of the body also serves a practical purpose. The body is accessible. Individual human beings have intimate experiential knowledge of their own bodies. This experiential knowledge of one’s own body provides some semblance of a foundation for understanding the ways in which law works. One might believe, “If law is like a body, then perhaps it is like my body. Perhaps I can understand it – or at least learn to live within it and use it for my ends.”

The body is also an essential descriptive aspect of legal personhood. It provides a critical foundation from which to think about the problem of legal personhood. Although it may not “explain or justify” legal decisions, it serves an important expressive purpose, describing implicit attributes of legal persons and indicating what sorts of creatures law makers feel a legal person should be. Non-human entities, individuals or collectives that do not possess a recognizable physical body must be rendered conceptually corporeal and embodied through the use of the body as a metaphor in order to be recognized as persons. Naming an individual, collective or entity as a body links it to personhood in a way that makes it easier to recognize as a member of the legal community. The body and embodiment, in this way, is a foundation for humanizing the inhuman.

---

167. See generally Ernst H. Kantorowicz, THE KING’S TWO BODIES (1997) (examining the embodied dualism of the king as human being and the king as a representative of his office) (law has often been idealized as a sort of secular religion, enabling citizens to discern a sense of justice and right even in the shadow of competing conceptions of the good. See John Rawls, A THEORY OF JUSTICE (1971). It even has its own robes and initiations into legal mysteries related to thinking like a lawyer, Bradley C. Bobertz, Legitimizing Pollution Through Pollution Control Laws: Reflections on Scapegoating Theory, 73 Tex. L. Rev. 711, 747 (1995) (noting that law is a priesthood).

168. Saru Matambanadzo, The Body, Incorporated 87 Tul. L. Rev. ___ (forthcoming Feb. 2013) (manuscript at 26–51) (arguing that the body has been a key metaphor in organizing corporate personhood); but see Felix Cohen, Transcendental Nonsense and the Functional Approach, 35 Colum. L. Rev. 809, 812 (1935) (claiming that such metaphorical concepts are part of the “language of transcendental nonsense” which is “entirely useless when we come to study, describe, predict, and criticize legal phenomenon”). Formal aspects of law require substantive values, norms and frameworks in order to ensure their functioning and to endow them with meaning. Martha T. McCluskey, The Substantive Politics of Formal Corporate Power, 53 Buff. L. Rev. 1453, 1456 (2006). As such, the divide between theoretical paradigms that analyze the form and those that examine substance is a false binary. Id. (highlighting the work of feminists in unpacking the divide between form and substance).


170. Matambanadzo, supra note 168.
and creating community. The body is not a “mere” metaphor but plays an important role in defining not only the field of law, but as we will see, the substance of legal personhood. In this way, the body consistently serves as an important reference point in law for understanding the boundaries of the community of persons.

Scholars working in vulnerability studies, informed by feminist legal theory, human rights discourses, political theory and embodiment theory, have made the claim that vulnerability is a universal constant for human beings. Grounding their insights in the notion of the vulnerable embodied human being, they have argued for a legal regime that places embodied vulnerability at the center of legal subjectivity and takes account of the realities of dependency that arise from embodied vulnerability. Taking on the underlying assumptions of the equality norms in legal theory, vulnerability studies pursues its scholarly interventions by starting from the recognition that human beings are inherently characterized by a universal and constant vulnerability that arises from human bodies and embodied pain, pleasure and need. Vulnerability studies scholars strive to reorganize the relationship between individuals and the state by anchoring access to legal, economic and social entitlements, rights and privileges to the human condition of embodied vulnerability.

Vulnerability, according to many, is a condition which emerges in part from embodied human needs and in part from the destabilizing forces of globalization, forces that upend traditional support systems and coping mechanisms. The origin of vulnerability studies has been intertwined with international human rights laws and analyses of the economic and social impact of globalization. Peadar Kirby has argued that globalization has led to increases in vulnerability and violence that have fundamentally altered the well-being of individuals and society as a whole. Vulnerability, according to Kirby, adequately describes “the impact of globalization on our personal and social lives,” because it highlights the ways in which social and economic risks, challenges and changes have become complex and multifaceted in their causes, interactions and effects. The United Nations Department of Economic and

171. Id.
172. Fineman, supra note 109.
173. Id. at 8–14.
174. Id.
175. Id. at 19–22.
178. Kirby, supra note 176.
179. Id. at 3.
180. Kirby, supra note 176. It is important to note that for Kirby the concept of vulnerability also entails an engagement with coping mechanisms and with violence – violence that arises from coping with vulnerabilities and violence that causes vulnerabilities. This relationship between violence and vulnerability highlights the fact that traditional coping mechanisms like social support networks, seemingly stable climate and weather patterns, and state social welfare systems which enhanced peoples’ abilities to cope and survive have been upended by the changes of globalization. Id. at 32. His effort to embrace competing concepts (vulnerability and capacity to cope) and to regard coping
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Social Affairs has defined vulnerability as “a state of high exposure to risks and uncertainties, in combination with a reduced ability to protect or defend oneself against those risks and uncertainties and cope with the negative consequences.”181 This vulnerability, according to the UN definition, is an “integral part of the human condition” that influences the lives of individuals and the organization of society.182

Prolific philosopher Judith Butler has highlighted the ways in which human beings are defined in part by embodied vulnerabilities. For Butler, human beings are constituted as political subjects in part by the social vulnerability of the body. Starting from the vulnerability of the body acknowledges that we are corporeal creatures who are subject not only to dangers from our environment but also to sickness, illness and accidents.183 But the loss and grief arising from death, illness and the vulnerability of the body does not rest on a framework of isolated individualism. Instead a perspective that starts from vulnerability recognizes the interconnected, reciprocal nature of human existence and the constant potential for dependency during the human life cycle.184

Vulnerability studies—through its use of embodiment and the body as a starting point for political structures, ethical obligations and legal rules—contains some particular intuitions that may be helpful in thinking about the pending personhood battles in the United States. The following intuitions underlying vulnerability studies may be helpful:

Persons are characterized both as individuals and by their connection to others.
Persons possess a human body. They are characterized by embodiment, have been born and have been gestated in the body of another member of their species. Persons are potentially mothers and always the children of mothers.
Persons are sentient creatures that spend some time in their lives with self-awareness.
Persons possess present potential for individual existence and present potential for collective associations.
Persons’ bodies are characterized not only by needs and appetites, but also by the limits of sickness, illness and death.
Persons are demonstrably capable of pain and suffering and also

capacities ambivalently (through his discussion of violence) avoids some aspects of essentializing that trap the legal deployment of the vulnerable subject.

182. Id.
184. Turner, like others, points out that dependency is a crucial stage in the human life cycle and that all human beings start their lives from a place of being dependent. Id. at 25. Martha Fineman has argued for increased recognition of dependency in the realm of the political. Sexual Family, supra note 106. For Fineman, vulnerability is individually universal whereas dependency is episodic. Fineman, supra note 109, at 10 n.25.
These general principles help to develop a presumption of personhood for vulnerable embodied individuals and a set of nine responsive non-hierarchical factors to be used in determinations about legal personhood. Adopting a presumption of personhood is one possible way to begin addressing the challenges of legal personhood in a way that consciously embraces the body and embodiment as its foundation. This presumption of personhood would be granted to embodied individuals, entities or collectives as recognition that their bodies, and the vulnerabilities and capabilities of their bodies, render them part of the same community as human beings. A presumption of personhood could be accorded to all those entities, individuals or collectives whose existence mirrors prima facie that of a human being in terms of body and embodiment. In threshold disputes concerning the recognition of novel classes of legal persons or the expansion of legal rights, privileges and entitlements for currently recognized persons, those individuals and entities whose existence mirrors that of an embodied human being should be treated to a presumption of legal recognition for the rights, privileges, entitlements, obligations and duties of personhood that accords them at least the status of quasi-personhood. Those entities, individuals and collectives that are not similar to human beings in terms of embodied capacities and vulnerabilities should have the burden of proving that they resemble bodies and are similarly situated to embodied human beings.185

A presumption of personhood could be augmented by a nine-factor analytic framework, gleaned from the intuitive potentials, vulnerabilities and capabilities of the human body that would serve to take account of the body and embodiment. This framework has the potential to create a more substantive framework for dealing with the diversity of legal individuals, entities and collective, and balancing their various and conflicting interests in law. While these factors may be articulated in diverse ways, one possible articulation is as follows:

Embodied
“Natural” in so far as it is born of another member of its species
Vulnerable to death, illness, injury and need arising from embodiment
Capable of pain and suffering
Capable of pleasure and joy
Capable of volition

185. Many scholars may find the human-centered nature of this framework problematic for the ways in which it naturalizes the privileges of personhood for human beings while potentially marginalizing non-human animals currently not included in the community of persons. There are ways to alleviate this challenge. E.g., Bryant, supra note 83, at 329–30 (arguing that advocacy employing arguments for direct standing for animals may be useful for decentering human beings). This central presumption, however, is designed in part to de-center human beings by placing them in relation to other individuals and entities. By placing non-human animals with human beings in a constellation of individuals and entities worthy of legal rights and recognition as persons, it is my intention to recognize and expand the community of legal subjects to include animals.
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Possessing the potential for individual and collective existence
Possessing the potential for relational capacity under law (willingly enter into contractual relationships and mutual obligations) and potential to understand the ramifications of such relations
Possessing self-awareness

If a dispute concerning personhood came before a court, the interests of the putative persons could be adjudicated using a presumption of personhood, analyzing this presumption using the above nine-factor test. These factors could be deployed in a subjective and responsive way that allows for interpretation, or in a more objective and rigid way that creates clear standards for determinations of legal personhood. For example, those individuals, entities and collectives lacking two or fewer factors of embodied human existence would be accorded quasi-personhood status, guaranteeing most of the rights, privileges and entitlements of personhood. Those individuals, collectives or entities lacking between three and five of the factors could be accorded the status of quasi-personhood with some rights, privileges and entitlements of personhood but not all. And finally, those individuals, entities and collectives whose existence strays far from that of embodied human beings and does not display the sorts of vulnerability and the types of potential that arise from the body, will be non-persons. They could be granted capacities, protections and entitlements as a matter of privilege and not as a matter of right. And if they seek capacities, protections and entitlements as a matter of right, these disputes would be adjudicated without the presumption of personhood. This analytic framework restructures our legal conception of personhood in a way that centers on human embodiment and the body consciously and could be used to structure a legal personhood that recognizes the relationship between and among persons and non-persons. According to scholars like Tom Regan, the relationship between embodiment and legal status may yield a productive expansion of animal rights if one adopts a non-anthropomorphic perspective. If the body matters and “if it turns out that what is done to the bodies of (at least) some nonhuman animals matters morally, then it may be that these animals . . . should have legal rights to the integrity and protection of their bodies,” A conception of legal personhood that privileges embodiment and vulnerability, for this reason, may provide a foundational justification for some non-human animals to claim space and gain recognition as legal persons.

A presumption of personhood accorded only to embodied individuals and entities whose existence mirrors that of an embodied human being might create uncertainties about the legal status of embodied non-persons and disembodied juridical persons. These uncertainties are not inevitable or destabilizing. States and legislatures may choose to distribute some recognition to legal entities and

186. See infra Figure 1.
187. See infra Figure 2.
189. Id. at 12.
individuals without according them the full status of legal personhood with all of the privileges and moral force it entails. Personhood is not a totalizing all or nothing status. Individuals and entities need not be recognized as persons in order to possess legal rights and privileges.190 And individuals recognized as persons have not always been accorded all of the legal recognition, rights and privileges typically associated with personhood.191 For example, the current capacities of corporations to own property, make contracts and act under law could be guaranteed by the state charters that sanction their creation and the state laws that create them without recognizing these entities as legal persons. These rights may be accorded to collectives serving legitimate ends without according these collectives unequivocal recognition as legal persons. Strengthening personhood from a foundation that builds upon embodied vulnerability and the human body also might limit the expansion of special privileges for corporations in the constitutional context, sending an important normative message about which entities and individuals are part of the community of democratic participants, and which are created and designed as a means to serve the ends of individuals in that community. For this reason, these uncertainties could have some positive consequences. Juridical entities might participate in the democratic process more cautiously and less ruthlessly if their speech rights were deemed a matter of privilege and not a right, subject to the democratic impulses of human beings. Those who own and operate juridical entities like corporations and limited liability companies might take greater care in training and monitoring employees if their privacy interests and search and seizure protections were not constitutionally guaranteed.

While such a scheme would be radically different in some respects, it would retain many aspects of the status quo. For example, in dealing with the challenges arising from those who advocate for legal personhood for embryos and fetuses, legal frameworks could retain existing privacy protections while leaving the door open for potential expansions of personhood that might be necessary in light of technological advances that would facilitate sustained life and birth outside of an individual woman’s womb. All individual human beings that have been born would still universally enjoy access to legal personhood. However, human tissue, without further technological advances, including fetuses and embryos, would remain outside of the community of quasi-legal persons because they have not been born and lack the present potential for individual existence and collective association. Fetuses and embryos, through argument and proof, may still be accorded the status of quasi-persons in some limited contexts, but they would not enjoy a presumption of personhood which would serve as the foundation for their membership in the legal community.192

---

190. See supra pp. 48–52 (discussing how rights, privileges and immunities were differentially afforded to women, despite the recognition that they were persons).

191. Id.

192. The potential for full human life that embryos and fetuses possess does not necessarily mean they are similarly situated to born human beings in terms of embodiment. But see Charles I. Lugosi, Conforming to the Rule of Law: When Person and Human Being Finally Mean the Same Thing in Fourteenth Amendment Jurisprudence, 22 Issues L. & Med. 119, 127 (2006/2007). This potential does not occur apart and separately from the body of the mother in an imagined “state of nature.” Women’s experiences with sexuality, reproduction and care do not mirror those of the ideal liberal individual
While such a regime of body and embodiment centered personhood might create uncertainties, this instability might be productive and creative instead of destructive and destabilizing, particularly for the legal persons that benefit from it. Adopting a presumption of personhood for embodied individuals would disrupt the status quo in some positive ways. A presumption of personhood for embodied entities grounded in the human body and a flexible nine-factor framework would shift the current conceptualization of personhood in ways that center on the body and embodiment to provide some additional recognition for animals. Furthermore, the presumption of quasi-personhood for individual embodied and disembodied entities may accord animals more legal recognition under law, perhaps even rendering the enforcement of laws related to animal welfare more enforceable.

Because access to legal personhood is often regarded as a pre-requisite for legal rights and capacities, including the right to sue and be sued, some scholars regard personhood as a foundational necessity for any meaningful shift in the legal status of animals. It would also have the potential to justify the complex ways in which human tissue and unborn human beings are treated under law. Furthermore, a presumption of personhood for embodied individuals that starts from the human body and embodiment also has the potential to push the current legal status quo, which privileges corporate persons, in order to better meet human need. Finally, a presumption of personhood for embodied individuals presumed by law and philosophy. See, e.g., Robin West, The Difference in Women’s Hedonic Lives: A Phenomenological Critique of Feminist Legal Theory, 15 WIS. WOMEN’S L.J. 149, 151 (2000) (arguing how the biological nature of reproduction, child rearing and sexuality for women undermines the myth of the impermeable liberal individual). The privileging of the individual as an ideal self in law also fails to account for the important role that collectives play in society and in law. See Meir Dan-Cohen, Between Selves and Collectivities: Toward a Jurisprudence of Identity, 61 U. CHI. L. REV. 1213, 1217–18 (1994) (arguing that methodological paradigms that privilege individualism or collectivism are reductive in nature). Fetuses and embryos do not constitute a separate individual being apart from the women who carry them and are completely dependent upon their carriers for support and care. See generally Judith Jarvis Thomson, A Defense of Abortion, 1 PHIL. & PUB. AFFAIRS 47 (1971) (comparing the moral dilemma arising from an unintended and unwanted pregnancy to a scenario where an individual is hooked up to a terminally ill violinist without her consent).
and entities—and not for others—taps into important shared intuitions about community and justice, and about who counts and how we should take account of them.

Admittedly at the core of this reliance on the body and embodiment for entities lies a normative judgment that human beings are the reference point for legal personhood. Although this is a subjective value judgment, it is one subjective value judgment among many. In the current state of legal personhood in most U.S. based jurisdictions, law makers and judges employ individual implicit or unspoken value judgments, many of them quite subjective, about the value of life and the community of persons all the time. This presumption of personhood with its analytic framework for embodiment presents the possibility of one subjective paradigm for personhood grounded by embodied vulnerability and the vulnerability of the body, and guided by intuitions about what it means to be a person. A subjective normative perspective that embraces the body and embodiment in a clear and explicit way acknowledges the stakes and the foundations for legal personhood, and takes account of the human being as paradigmatic person in a way that matters and has real consequences.

While there might be administrative costs that arise from adopting a presumption of personhood for embodied individuals, such a presumption has the potential to foster a legal framework that is more capable of dealing with the technological and social diversity of human, animal and juridical subjects that might challenge the limits of personhood. The challenges arising from the vested interests of property and capital and their accompanying uncertainties are not necessarily grounds for ignoring the positive possibilities presented by an embodied conception of the person. Similar arguments about vested interests, uncertainty and instability were made about the costs of admitting women and African Americans to the community of full legal persons. And previously, rights for African Americans as full legal persons and citizens were unthinkable in law. What was unthinkable before, however, now seems inevitable and

20 CORNELL J.L. & PUB. POL’Y 363, 368–72 (2010) (examining how the need to sustain life is sometimes recognized as a justification for altering the default rules protecting private property).

198. This analytic framework is not the only paradigm designed to take human beings as the reference point for legal community. The concept of human dignity that lies at the center of human rights law also starts from a human centered perspective. Like the concept of human dignity, which has the potential to place important limits on who counts and how they count in law, a concept of personhood that centers human beings through the paradigm of the body and embodiment might be useful for addressing the complications of expanding and contracting legal personhood. Like the concept of human dignity, however, an analytic framework that starts with the body could be problematic because it perpetuates a perspective on personhood that is speciesist in nature. See SINGER, supra note 95, at 7 (defining specieism as “a prejudice or attitude of bias toward the interests of members of one’s own species and against those of members of another species”). The assumption of the primacy of human beings as legal and ethical subjects privileges particular human centered intuitions, arising from western metaphysical religious dogmas that may undermine the values that an expansion of legal personhood strives to make. See Bryant, supra note 83, at 268.

199. The “unthinkable” nature of legal rights for excluded groups often seems unthinkable. See Stone, supra note 99, at 453 (discussing how rights for African Americans were previously unthinkable under the status quo). According to Christopher Stone, shifts in the status quo concerning the community of rights holders seem unnatural and intractable. Stone notes, “Throughout legal history, each successive extension of rights to some new entity has been, theretofore, a bit unthinkable. We are inclined to suppose the rightlessness of rightless ‘things’ to be a
morally righteous. In the end, justice and equity trumped the uncertainties arising from the elimination of coverture, slavery and segregation. Justice and equity should prevail here, ensuring that legal persons are only accorded the fullest array of legal benefits if they are similarly situated in terms of embodiment and their bodies to human beings.

IV. CONCLUSION

The law, along with other institutional structures, creates a *nomos*, or a socially constructed normative universe.\(^{200}\) The *nomos* of law influences behavior by simultaneously enacting social controls and spaces of resistance through discourse and mythology.\(^{201}\) The *nomos* of law can have far reaching influence – structuring the contours of our social, cultural and political institutions. For this reason, this article ends where it started: with the notion that law is a site of political, economic, social and personal struggle where varied interests play out in competition for a legal ruling that vindicates their claims. Much of this struggle occurs in the realm of theoretical normative conceptions where articulations are given effect through legal endorsement. The recognition of one individual as a person renders the individual in question a member of the legal community. Law, like other powerful cultural institutions, has the power not only to regulate culture but to limit possibilities by imposing a narrow understanding of the intelligibility of persons, i.e. who counts and how we take account of them. It also has persuasive powers to generate new spaces for resistance and recognition for persons that have been previously ignored.

This article has provided one attempt to deal with the complexities of the personhood struggle in law. It provides one possibility for re-imagining legal personhood from a perspective that takes account of the body and embodiment. It is not meant to provide a totalizing theory but to begin a conversation that starts with the vulnerabilities of the body as an alternative foundation for thinking about how the rights, privileges and entitlements of legal personhood should be expanded for some and perhaps limited for others.

The borders of legal personhood continually emerge and re-emerge in response to advances in technology, science and industry. Because the meaning of legal personhood can change and shift across time and in response to circumstances, legal personhood is empty of meaning and can be filled with content in response to the needs of those individuals, entities and collectives that seek it. Legal personhood, however, is also full of potential and promise, harnessing the moral force that comes with the recognition of law. This is the paradox of meaning that legal personhood entails. The meaning of legal personhood can be empty of content, capable of being construed in multiple ways, and yet it can be full of moral force, providing a platform for accessing rights, privileges and entitlements and creating the foundation for arising obligations and duties.

decree of Nature, not a legal convention acting in support of some status quo.” *Id.*


\(^{201}\) *Id.*
### Nine Factor Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>Sample Discussion</th>
<th>Sample Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Full persons under law -</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Human beings</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Embodied</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. “Natural” in so far as it is born of another member of its species</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Vulnerable to death, illness, injury and need arising from embodiment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Capable of pain and suffering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Capable of pleasure and joy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Capable of volition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Possesses potential for individual and collective existence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Possesses potential for relational capacity under law (willingly enter into contractual relationships and mutual obligations) and potential to understand the ramifications of such relations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Self-awareness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Entitled to all potential rights, privileges, and protections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Subject to all obligations and duties that persons are subject to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Cannot be made property</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quasi-persons -</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Non-human mammals (8) Chimeras (2, 8) Sentient pain capable robots (2, 3)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lacks one or two of the factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Entitled to most rights, privileges and protections related to its potential, its vulnerability and its capacities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Subject to some obligations and duties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Cannot be considered property</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-persons with some guaranteed legal entitlements</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Non-pecuniary associations (1, 2, 3, 7) Other animals (2, 6, 8, 9) Fetuses (2, 6, 7, 8, 9) Artificial Intelligence (1, 2, 3, 4, 6) Sentient robots (2, 3, 4)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lacks more than three and less than five of the factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Entitled to limited rights privileges and protections</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Subject to some obligations and duties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Can be considered property</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-persons without guaranteed legal entitlements</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Pecuniary Associations (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lacks more than five crucial elements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>May be granted limited rights, privileges and protection but lacks a robust legal entitlement to them</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Subject to obligations and duties arising from any right, privilege or protection granted to it, and obligations and duties imposed upon it, by the community of persons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Designated as property</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2